ANTHONY   EDEN
aggression. Eden's resolve to keep Spain out of Europe could
not match Hitler's and Mussolini's resolve to bring it in with
volunteers.
For Eden there was in a steadily deteriorating situation
little to do but to clarify British policy, both as an immediate
warning to the Dictators and for their future reference. Be-
tween September and December he delivered five major
speeches., all of them attempts to reach the essentials of our
moral and military commitments.
To the League  Assembly  on  25th  September he pro-
claimed   League   reform   and   gave   detailed   suggestions.
* Machinery   should   be   devised   as   early   as   possible  to
improve the working of the first paragraph of Article XI
of the Covenant.'   In other words  the article that deals
with war or the threat of war should not automatically
be a matter of concern to the whole League. The Council
had been hampered by the rule of unanimity. Should it not
in future have more freedom to make recommendations with-
out necessarily having the consent of the parties ? The danger
in delay was properly stressed.  Eden no doubt recalled the
appalling procedure in the Manchurian dispute, which al-
lowed whole months to be wasted in formal argument be-
tween the Chinese and Japanese spokesmen. * Delay too often
means % Eden observed, ' that one or both sides have taken
military preparations which it is difficult to revoke, and it
would very materially serve the cause of peace if both parties
to a dispute knew where they stood.'—* In the view of his
Majesty's  Government  regional  pacts   can be  devised  to
strengthen the application of the Covenant'.   Further than
that: * his Majesty's Government are resolved to negotiate
such a pact for Western Europe.*   International trade is an
aid to international peace.   Eden was prepared to take on
where his predecessors had left off and discuss access to
certain raw materials under League auspices. As for disarma-
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